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1 Purpose of this document
On of the main advantages of Foundation fieldbus is the feature “Control in the
field”. Therefore a PID functionblock in a field device will be used.

2 PID function block
2.1 Theoretical overview
The PID controller calculation (algorithm) involves three separate parameters;
the proportional, the integral and derivative values. The proportional value determines the reaction to the current error, the integral value determines the reaction based on the sum of recent errors, and the derivative value determines
the reaction based on the rate at which the error has been changing. The
weighted sum of these three actions is used to adjust the process via a control
element such as the position of a control valve or the power supply of a heating
element.
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Figure: Block Diagram “Control in the Field”
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By tuning the three constants in the PID controller algorithm, the controller can
provide control action designed for specific process requirements.

2.2 Mode Parameter
The PID supports the target modes
OOS
MAN
AUTO
CAS
RCAS
ROUT

Out of Service
Manual
Automatic
Cascade
Remote Cascade
Remote Output

Additional to these target modes the PID supports an initialization and a tracking mode
IMAN
LO

Initialization Manual (initialization mode)
Local Override (tracking mode)

IMAN and LO are no selectable target modes. The PID switches to IMAN mode
whenever its downstream block is not available. LO mode can be enabled via
tracking option and TRD_IN_D parameter.
Though it is allowed to select multiple target modes (ROUT and RCAS and
MAN etc.) it is good practice to select one of the available target modes (ROUT
or RCAS, AUTO or MAN etc.).
Target mode is a bit-enumerated parameter. For the target modes ROUT,
RCAS and CAS the bit of the selected mode and the bit of AUTO mode has to
be set.

3 Configuration by using FF-CONF
3.1 Network Configuration
First of all a new project has to be started and device (Linking Device and Field
Device) should be added. The IP address of the Linking Device (FG-110 FF) as
well as the PD Tags and Devices ID have to be correct and valid.
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Figure: Network Configuration

If everything is correct configured then the assignment can be started and every
device will receive a green dot.
Before the project generation and download can be started the functionblock
configuration has to be done.
Note:
Only these functionblocks which are available in the functionblock application
will be in the schedule and can be used.
3.2 Functionblock Connections
The configuration of the functionblock starts with the adding all necessary
blocks to the functionblock application.
With a drop-Down menu the source and sink pin of the functionblocks can be
chosen and a connection established.
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Figure: Functionblock Application
For a control in the field application please follow the figure “Block Diagram
“Control in the Field”” (see page 2) to create the links between the functionblocks.

3.3 Functionblock Configuration

3.3.1 AI block configuration
The analogue input (AI) functionblock delivers the process value of a measuring
device like pressure or temperature transmitter. This process value is the input
value for the PID controller.
The block has to have a “TARGET_MODE” of “AUTO” to be calculated and deliver a process value with a “GOOD” status.
To switch the functionblock in “AUTO” mode the following parameters have to
be configured:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

The AI function block is in the functionblock application
The parameter "L_TYPE" is set to "indirect"
The parameter "CHANNEL" is set to a valid value (e.g. "Ramp Input")
The parameter "XD_SCALE.UNIT_INDEX" is set to a valid value
(e.g. %(1342)).
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Figure: AI Functionblock Parameter
Please note that you can write the parameters just when the "TARGET_MODE"
is "OOS".

3.3.2 AO block configuration
The analogue output (AO) functionblock delivers the value to control the valve.

Figure: AO Functionblock Parameter
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To switch the AO functionblock in “CAS” mode the following parameters have to
be configured:
1.) The AO function block is in the functionblock application
2.) The parameter "CHANNEL" is set to a valid value (e.g. "Analog Output1
")
3.) The parameter "XD_SCALE.UNIT_INDEX" is set to a valid value
(e.g. %(1342))
4.) The parameter “TARGET_MODE” is set to “CAS” and “AUTO”.
Please note that you can set the parameter just when the "TARGET_MODE" is
"OOS". The “ACTUAL_MODE” of the AO block has to be in CAS to get the PID
block in “AUTO” or “CAS”.

3.3.3 PID Functionblock

Figure: PID Functionblock Parameter
To switch the PID functionblock in “CAS” mode the following parameters have
to be configured:
1.) The PID function block is in the functionblock application
2.) The parameter "BYPASS" is set to “off”
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3.) The parameter "XD_SCALE.UNIT_INDEX" is set to a valid value
(e.g. %(1342))
4.) Set the parameter “GAIN” to a value higher than “0”
5.) The parameter “TARGET_MODE” is set to “CAS” and “AUTO”.

3.3.4 Setpoint

Figure: AI Functionblock Parameter
To switch the functionblock in “AUTO” mode the following parameters have to
be configured:
1.) The AI function block is in the functionblock application
2.) The parameter "L_TYPE" is set to "indirect"
3.) The parameter "CHANNEL" is set to a valid value (e.g. "Ramp Input")
4.) The parameter "XD_SCALE.UNIT_INDEX" is set to a valid value
(e.g. %(1342)).
5.) The parameter “TARGET_MODE” is set to “MAN”.
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3.3.5 Download of Configuration

Figure: Download the Configuration
After a successful download the “ACTUAL_MODE” for all functionblocks should
be the same as the “TAGET_MODE” and the status of all process value should
be “GOOD”.
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4 Modbus Configuration
4.1 Modbus Mapping in FG-110 FF
For the Modbus Configuration just open the window in the browser and type the
Modbus register as well as choose the Point (the functionblock value).

Figure: Modbus Configuration
Please note that the float point values have a length of 32bit and for the mapping it is necessary to take 2 register.

4.2 Configuration of Monitor Page
The FG-110 FF allows monitoring the process values. For that we have to configure a “Point Page”.
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Figure: Point Page Configuration

4.3 Test of Modbus Communication
With a Modbus client application (running on a Windows PC) it is possible to
read and write the Modbus register. With the monitor window you can see and
check if the read or written parameter is correct.

Figure: Test of working configuration
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5 All used parameters of the PID function block
ST_REV (Static Revision)
This parameter shows the revision level of the static data associated with the
function block. To support tracking changes in static parameter attributes, the
static revision parameter will be incremented each time a static parameter attribute value is changed.
TAG_DESC (Tag Description)
This rarely used parameter allows a user to describe the intended function the
block is performing.
STRATEGY (Strategy)
This rarely used parameter allows the user to group blocks by means of a set of
group-identifiers. The strategy parameter is not checked or evaluated by the
PID.
ALERT_KEY (Alert Key)
This rarely used parameter allows the user to identify different plant units. This
information may be used in the host for sorting alarms, etc. In case of a write
access the PID checks the valid range of the parameter. The parameter, however, does not influence the behavior of the PID.
MODE_BLK (Mode of Block)
This parameter allows the user to configure the target, permitted and normal
modes of the PID and it shows the actual mode of the block.
BLOCK_ERR (Block Error)
This bit-string parameter reflects the error status of the PID (see ‘Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte
nicht gefunden werden.’)
PV (Process Value)
This parameter shows the process value to be controlled.
SP (Setpoint)
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This parameter contains the target process value. The control algorithm is designed to drive the difference between process value and setpoint to zero.
OUT (Output Value)
The primary output value calculated as a result of the PID functions.
PV_SCALE (PV Scale)
With its high and low scale values this parameter defines the operating range
and of the SP and PV parameter. Scale parameters have got an engineering
unit. The engineering unit is not evaluated by the PID.
OUT_SCALE (Out Scale)
With its high and low scale values this parameter defines the operating range
and of the OUT parameter. Scale parameters have got an engineering unit. The
unit is not evaluated by the PID.
GRANT_DENY (Grant and Deny Access Permission)
The grant-deny parameter is used to allow the operator to grant and deny access permission to sets of function block parameters by other devices. The parameter has two elements named Grant and Deny. The PID does not evaluate
this parameter; the operation of the parameter depends on the philosophy of the
plant.
CONTROL_OPTS (Control Options)
This parameter allows the user to configure the options adapting the calculations done in a control block to the requirements of the controlled process.
STATUS_OPTS (Status Options)
This parameter allows the user to configure the PID behavior in response to different status conditions.
IN (Input value)
The process value to be controlled is subscribed via the IN parameter. The IN
value is passed through a low-pass filter whose time constant is PV_FTIME.
The filtered value is shown in the PV parameter.
PV_FTIME (PV filter time)
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Time constant of the low-pass filter for the PV.
BYPASS (Bypass)
The normal control algorithm may be bypassed through this parameter. When
bypass is enabled the setpoint value is re-scaled from PV_SCALE to
OUT_SCALE and directly transferred to the OUT parameter.
CAS_IN (Cascade Input Value)
In CAS mode this parameter provides the setpoint value. The parameter subscribes its values from an other function block or from a supervisory host.
SP_RATE_DN (Setpoint Rate Downward)
This parameter allows the user to configure the ramp rate at which downward
setpoint changes are acted on in AUTO mode. The unit of this parameter is
‘PV_SCALE units per second’. If the ramp rate is set to zero, then the setpoint
won’t be ramped.
SP_RATE_UP (Setpoint Rate Upward)
This parameter allows the user to configure the ramp rate at which upward setpoint changes are acted on in AUTO mode. The unit of this parameter is
‘PV_SCALE units per second’. If the ramp rate is set to zero, then the setpoint
won’t be ramped.
SP_HI_LIM (Setpoint High Limit)
Defines the highest setpoint value that can be set by an operator
SP_LO_LIM (Setpoint Low Limit)
Defines the lowest setpoint value that can be set by an operator
GAIN (Proportional Gain)
This dimensionless tuning parameter of the control algorithm is used in the proportional term to amplify (or damp) the deviation between the process value and
the working setpoint value
RESET (Integral Reset Time)
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This tuning parameter of the control algorithm is used in the integral term to
amplify (or damp) the deviation between the process value and the working setpoint value. Its unit is seconds per repetition
BAL_TIME (Balance Time)
This tuning parameter is used to avoid integral windup. It specifies the maximum time interval the OUT parameter stays in its limit after the deviation, that
drove it into the limit, disappeared.
RATE (Derivative Time)
This tuning parameter of the control algorithm is used in the derivative term to
amplify (or damp) the derivation of the deviations between the process value
and the working setpoint value.
BKCAL_IN (Back-calculation Input Value)
Via this parameter the PID subscribes the setpoint (or optionally the process
value) of its downstream block. Missing subscription or an inadequate parameter status forces the PID into IMAN mode. The parameter value is used for a
bumpless cascade initialization.
OUT_HI_LIM (Output High Limit)
High limit of OUT parameter.
OUT_LO_LIM (Output Low Limit)
Low limit of OUT parameter.
BKCAL_HYS (Back-calculation hysteresis)
The amount that the output must change away from its output limit before the
limit status is turned off, expressed as a percent of the span of the OUT_SCALE.
BKCAL_OUT (Back-calculation Output Value)
In CAS mode the PID publishes its setpoint (or optionally its process value) via
this parameter. An upstream block subscribes status and value via its
BKCAL_IN parameter. The upstream block may use its BKCAL_IN parameter to
prevent integral windup and to provide a bumpless transfer to into a closed cascade loop.
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RCAS_IN (Remote-Cascade Input Value)
In RCAS mode this parameter provides the setpoint value. The parameter has
to be written periodically by a supervisory host.
ROUT_IN (Remote-Output Input Value)
In ROUT mode this parameter provides the output value. The parameter has to
be written periodically by a supervisory host.
SHED_OPT (Shed Option)
The shed option parameter is an enumerated parameter which is used to configure the desired behavior when mode shedding is necessary. This parameter
determines the actual shed mode when the setpoint or output are not updated
within a time-out limit in the RCAS or ROUT mode. Also, it determines if the
shed mode is maintained once the RCAS_IN in or ROUT_IN parameter is updated after shedding has occurred.
RCAS_OUT (Remote-Cascade Output Value)
In RCAS mode the PID provides its setpoint (or optionally the process value) via
this parameter. A supervisory host has to read the parameter. The supervisory
host may use status and value to prevent integral windup and to provide a
bumpless transfer to into a closed remote-cascade loop.
ROUT_OUT (Remote-Output Output Value)
In ROUT mode the PID provides its output value via this parameter. A supervisory host has to read the parameter. The supervisory host may use status and
value to provide a bumpless transfer to into a closed remote-output loop.
TRK_SCALE (Tracking Scale)
With its high and low scale values this parameter defines the operating range
and of the TRK_VAL parameter. Scale parameters have got an engineering unit.
The engineering unit is not evaluated by the PID.
TRK_IN_D (Discrete Tracking Input Value)
Via this discrete input parameter the PID subscribes the command to initiate the
external tracking of the OUT parameter to the value specified by TRK_VAL.
TRK_VAL (Tracking Value)
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Via this input parameter the PID subscribes the track value used when external
tracking is enabled by TRK_IN_D.
FF_VAL (Feed-Forward Value)
Via this input parameter the PID subscribes the feed-forward value. The feedforward value is multiplied by FF_GAIN before it is added to the result of the
control algorithm to compensate an external disturbance or load.
FF_SCALE (Tracking Scale)
With its high and low scale values this parameter defines the operating range
and of the FF_VAL parameter. Scale parameters have got engineering units.
The units are not evaluated by the PID.
FF_GAIN (Feed-Forward Gain)
The gain that the feed-forward value is multiplied by before it is added to the result of the control algorithm.
UPDATE_EVT (Update Event)
The event update parameter captures the dynamic information associated with
a write to a static parameter within the block. The information contained in the
event update parameter is transferred by an alert update object when the parameter update is reported to an external host. The event update has a fixed
priority of 2.
BLOCK_ALM (Block Alarm)
The block alarm parameter captures the dynamic information associated with
the BLOCK_ERR parameter. The information contained in the block alarm parameter is transferred to an alert object when the alarm is reported to an external host. The block alarm has a fixed priority of 2.
ALARM_SUM (Alarm Summary)
This parameter summarizes the status of all PID alarms. For each alarm, the
current state, unacknowledged state, unreported state, and disabled state is
maintained.
ACK_OPTION (Acknowledge Option)
This parameter allows the user to configure a set of alarms the PID is allowed to
acknowledge by itself.
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ALARM_HYS (Alarm Hysteresis)
Amount the process value must return within the alarm limits before the alarm
condition clears. Alarm hysteresis is expressed as a percent of the PV span.
HI_HI_PRI (High High Alarm Priority)
This parameter allows the user to configure the priority of critically high alarms.
HI_HI_LIM (High High Alarm Limit)
This parameter allows the user to configure the limit which, when reached by
the process value, triggers a critically high alarm.
HI_PRI (High Alarm Priority)
This parameter allows the user to configure the priority of advisory high alarms.
HI_LIM (High Alarm Limit)
This parameter allows the user to configure the limit which, when reached by
the process value, triggers an advisory high alarm.
LO_PRI (Low Alarm Priority)
This parameter allows the user to configure the priority of advisory low alarms.
LO_LIM (Low Alarm Limit)
This parameter allows the user to configure the limit which, when reached by
the process value, triggers an advisory low alarm.
LO_LO_PRI (Low Low Alarm Priority)
This parameter allows the user to configure the priority of critically low alarms.
LO_LO_LIM (Low Low Alarm Limit)
This parameter allows the user to configure the limit which, when reached by
the process value, triggers a critically low alarm.
DV_HI_PRI (Deviation High Priority)
This parameter allows the user to configure the priority of deviation high alarms.
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DV_HI_LIM (Deviation High Limit)
This parameter allows the user to configure the high limit of the 'PV to SP' deviation which, when reached by the process value, triggers a deviation high
alarm.
DV_LO_PRI (Deviation Low Priority)
This parameter allows the user to configure the priority of deviation low alarms.
DV_LO_LIM (Deviation Low Limit)
This parameter allows the user to configure the low limit of the 'PV to SP' deviation which, when reached by the process value, triggers a deviation low alarm.
HI_HI_ALM (High High Alarm)
The high high alarm parameter captures the dynamic information associated
with critically high alarms. The information contained in the high high alarm parameter is transferred to an alert object when the alarm is reported to an external host.
HI_ALM (High Alarm)
The high alarm parameter captures the dynamic information associated with
advisory high alarms. The information contained in the high alarm parameter is
transferred to an alert object when the alarm is reported to an external host.
LO_ALM (Low Alarm)
The low alarm parameter captures the dynamic information associated with advisory low alarms. The information contained in the low alarm parameter is
transferred to an alert object when the alarm is reported to an external host.
LO_LO_ALM (Low Low Alarm)
The low low alarm parameter captures the dynamic information associated with
critically low alarms. The information contained in the low low alarm parameter
is transferred to an alert object when the alarm is reported to an external host.
DV_HI_ALM (Deviation High Alarm)
The deviation high alarm parameter captures the dynamic information associated with deviation high alarms. The information contained in the deviation high
alarm parameter is transferred to an alert object when the alarm is reported to
an external host.
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